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Abstract

This paper explores the Mexico City Government’s accountability with respect to public debt in the time period 1999-2015.
The questions we pose are as follows: To which projects were resources emanating from public debt allocated? Did the
accountability mechanisms make it possible to evaluate the projects funded with public debt? Although the laws stipulate
that entities are bound to be transparent about their allocation of debt, there is clearly only partial accountability when it
comes to all of the funding models, including: private banking, development banking, the stock market, and public-private
partnerships (PPP). Moreover, the opacity is total where evaluating outcomes is concerned. Using a cointegration test for
debt and public investment, we assert that total public debt has some effect on the behavior of public investment in
Mexico City.

Keywords: Mexico City; accountability; public debt; public investment; public finance.

INTRODUCTION

Corruption, a problem as old as it is complex, is a matter of concern to Mexican society, against which several tools have
been brandished over the years. One such preventive instrument (meant to deter public servants from committing acts of
corruption) is transparency (Uvalle, 2013). It has been shown that when transparency is stronger, public debt and the
deficit will be lower; in fact, institutions like the International Monetary Fund (IMF) consider transparency a precondition
for macroeconomic fiscal sustainability (Alt and Lassen, 2006).

Article 14 of the Declaration of the Rights of Man and the Citizen of 1789 asserts that citizens are entitled to verify and
oversee the use of public tax money. Thus, transparency and the right to know the destination of public contributions can
be considered essential (Bellver, 2007). Tracking public resources used in different governmental programs is vital to
keep a close eye on the government's actions, so that the citizens can sway their decisions. Accountability is one such
mechanism that enables citizens to learn about where public resources are being used and evaluate the results.

The objective of this paper is to explore the Mexico City government's accountability with respect to public debt in the time
period 1999-2015. The questions we pose are as follows: to which projects did money derived from public debt go? Is
accountability truly a feasible way to evaluate projects underwritten with public debt? Public debt can serve as a funding
resource that can aid in increasing a country, state, or region's productive capacity, or just as well simply mortgage future
income, but it all depends on the use to which the money obtained through these means is put.

This paper begins with an overview of the role accountability plays in public finance, especially when it comes to public
debt. The second section goes through the regulatory framework surrounding how public debt is taken out. After that, we
study the Mexico City government's accountability pertaining to public debt held with both private and development
banks, as well as the stock market and debt bound up in public-private partnerships (PPP).

The finding is that it is indeed possible to shed light on the amount of debt, as well as its origin, financial cost, and
maturity profile, but impossible to track where the debt ends up, because only very few years have these data broken
down for projects funded in this way, despite the fact that the constitution stipulates disclosure of borrowing and payment
obligations.

In light of this partial accountability—which makes it very hard to understand the fate of Mexico City's public debt—and
considering that Article 21 of Mexico City's constitution requires public debt to be used for productive public investment
and refinancing or restructuring these investments, the following section contains a cointegration analysis between public
debt and investment, the outcome of which reveals that debt certainly does have an impact on public investment in
Mexico City.

The sixth section discusses an accountability quality measurement computed by the Mexican Institute for
Competitiveness (IMCO), highlighting the Mexico City government's low score. Finally, although the Law for State and
Municipal Financial Discipline (LDFEFM, 2016) does indeed assert, in terms of Mexico City's public debt, the duty to
report how the debt is used via a list of works where these resources end up, accountability in this case is only partial.
Accordingly, the regulatory framework is there, but the law needs to be enforced and penalties assessed when public
servants fail to carry it out. In this realm, civil society has an essential role to play, as autonomous citizen bodies that can
serve as a watchdog for how public debt is used.
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1. ACCOUNTABILITY AND PUBLIC DEBT

Corruption hurts public finances both because it reduces revenue and because it allows public money to be siphoned
away, all of which results in a public deficit, which gives rise to indebtedness, which in turn distorts the state's financial
activities. There are legal and operational measures in place designed to detect corrupt acts, one of which is
accountability, which, according to Schedler (2008, p. 13), "requires power to open itself up to public inspection." The
exercise of political power must undoubtedly be subject to citizen oversight. It is extremely important for society to have
information about how it is being governed and where public money is being spent (Fox, 2007). Accountability entails
power acting transparently and the capacity to sanction civil servants who act illegally (Monsiváis, 2005).

The concept of accountability has been defined in different ways; nevertheless, they all agree that it is an obligation of
those to whom responsibility has been conferred to be able to account for the job done, and, if it proves to be
unsatisfactory, there should be negative consequences (Bolaños, 2010; Fox, 2007; Guerro and Ramírez, 2006; Lindstedt
and Naurin, 2010).

To Mashaw (2008), several of the most salient features of accountability are as follows: who should be accountable and
to whom? What processes can ensure accountability and what is the fallout from a lack of accountability? In Mexico, the
government is accountable for the use and fate of public money via a publicly-available Financial Statement (literally, a
public account, or cuenta pública), which the executive branch submits to the Lower Chamber (literally, Chamber of
Deputies). Unfortunately, this accountability is at times incomplete, as is the case when it comes to the debt line. To
prevent corruption in the public debt sphere, clarity is needed as to the use and fate of debt. Research by Astudillo,
Blancas, and Fonseca (2017) demonstrated that debt tends to be 28% higher in states where disclosing debt levels is not
mandatory.

 
 

2. ACCOUNTABILITY AND MEXICO CITY'S PUBLIC DEBT REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

Nationwide, Article 73, Section VIII of the Political Constitution of the United Mexican States (CPEUM, 2017) lays out the
rules for states and municipalities to take on debt. It also enumerates the limitations and protocols to follow, which could
affect their shares, and sets out the requirement to disclose borrowed money and payment obligations in one single
registry.

In Mexico City, pursuant to the 1994 Federal District Government Bylaws, in effect until the Mexico City Constitution
entered into force in 2018 (DOF, 2017), the President of the Republic is empowered to propose a budget to the Congress
for approval, after which point the Ministry of Finance's Office of Accounting (Contaduría Mayor) shall ensure that it is
properly carried out. The Head of Government proposes to the President of the Republic the debt amounts, and it is this
person who has to disclose how the money ends up being used.

On another note, Mexico City has several laws on the books governing public debt. In 2016, the Mexico City Law for
Transparency, Access to Public Information, and Accountability was enacted (GDF, 2016), in which Article 21 describes
the obligation for the government to disseminate and update information pertaining to Public Accounts and Debt. The
Higher Audit Office of Mexico City is charged with overseeing enforcement of this law, as well as coordinating disclosure
and doing citizen outreach to foser a culture of accountability and government oversight, according to its 2016
regulations.

In 2016, the Law for State and Municipal Financial Discipline passed. Where public debt is concerned in Mexico City, one
of the requirements is to raise public revenue, among others. The law states the duty to report on the state of public debt
and how the authorized amount is being used, broken out by origin, payment source and destination, and specifying the
financial characteristics of the transactions performed. Concretely, it says that reports must reflect how public debt has
evolved over the time period being reported; the maturity profile; debt taken out by the recipient entity, and how it is being
directed into specific projects; a list of projects in which this money has been involved; breakdown of the debt balance by
user of the resources and creditor; debt service; financial cost; swap or refinancing; evolution by credit line; and
investment program for the rest of the fiscal year; all of which is to be submitted no later than March 31 every year.

On the subject of public debt, the Mexico Quarterly Report on the State of Public Debt goes no further than to state:
"security and dispensing of justice; infrastructure and mobility; economy and culture; and public debt," without going
deeper into the projects where the money is spent.

In the Federal District Procurement Law (LADF) (2016), Article 5 states that acquisitions, leases, and provision of
services related to assets either entirely or partially charged to revenue contained in the Fiscal Coordination and Internal
Debt Law shall be subject to the specific provisions of the Expenditures Budget Decree and the Mexico City Financial
Code (GCDMX, 2017).

As is evident, there is a suite of different laws to manage and control public debt in Mexico City; even so, the Financial
Statement does not always specific the fortune of this debt. Bear in mind that when it comes to stock market debt, the
ratings agency Fitch boasts ample fiscal and financial information on the Mexico City government, but it does not define
the destination of the debt either.

 
 



3. PUBLIC DEBT AND ACCOUNTABILITY IN THE MEXICO CITY GOVERNMENT

As shall become evident later on (see Appendix), accountability when it comes to debt on the Mexico City Financial
Statement over the various governmental administrations has at most times been only partial. From 1999 to 2002, the
financial statements broke out the information per project by debt origin and amount, with a couple of exceptions, like the
credit Banamex granted in 2000, which just contains the general assertion that it was used for "programs of public works
and urban services, hydraulic infrastructure, urban transportation, the environment and social development, public safety,
and strengthening service administration." From 2003 (when investment began in Stock Certificates) to 2006, there are
no data available on projects funded or on amounts allocated.

From 2007 to 2009, the reports contain information with the appropriate amounts in general categories, like urban
transportation, hydraulic infrastructure, and more. In 2010 and 2011, there is once again a project-by-project breakdown
of where debt is being used. There are no projects listed in 2012. In 2013, there is information similar to the information
provided for the loan granted by Banamex in 2000. 2014 and 2015 do not mention any projects funded with public debt. It
is unclear how the information pertaining to use of money obtained via debt is being presented. Even so, there are
certainly time periods of greater transparency, marked by the Cárdenas-Robles administration, two of the López Obrador
years, and two of Ebrard Casaubón's years.

These Financial Statement data make it feasible to determine annual and cumulative variation in total debt balances for
Mexico City by person at the helm of the administration. As summarized in Table 1, the growth rate exhibits a downward
trend over the series.

 
 

3.1 Debt Management

Accountability when it comes to debt not only makes it possible to determine the debt balance, but also to understand
how public debt is being managed. It turns out to be important to analyze the debt policy set forth in the Mexico City
Financial Statement and its impact on the structure and composition of debt.

 



 

As shown in Table 2, in the time period 1999-2015, the debt policy revolved primarily around actions designed to contain
growth; the expected result was to endow the current account with a stable savings level and a surplus.

 



 

Figure 1 outlines how the rate of return on the public debt has evolved, which is the result of dividing the total debt,
without considering liabilities held with commercial creditors, by gross savings; this figure is how long it would take to pay
back with the funds generated by the government's current account in number of years. It also shows the trend of the
financial weight accounted for by debt over the public finance capacity in each time period as a result of redocumentation.
In this way, the rate of return on the debt went from an estimate of 81.47 years in 1998 to 11.13 years by 2015, thanks to
the government's measures to restructure and refinance its liabilities.

The fiscal year current income level is important because it denotes the amount of liquidity available to the government to
handle its operational commitments. Figure 2 reveals a match between the measures implemented with the
aforementioned debt rates of return, given that in 1998, the debt represented 18.2% of current revenue, but by 2015, it
had fallen to 2.3%.



 

Figure 1. Public debt Return. Years to Settle Net Debt Each Year.
 Series 1998-2015 

  

 

Source: Created by the authors with data from the Cuenta Pública del Distrito Federal, 
 various years, website: <https://goo.gl/68LZcX>

 

Figure 2. Share of Public Debt in Total Current Revenue
 Percent Share. Series 1998-2015 

  

 

Source: Created by the authors with data from the Cuenta Pública del Distrito Federal, 
 various years, website: <https://goo.gl/68LZcX>

 

3.2 Stock Market Debt and Accountability

As documented in the Appendix, another source of debt for the Mexico City government has been the stock market,
which just like the funding coming from development and private banking, is subject to only partial accountability, as the
fate of this money is not fully disclosed either. This point is significant because the responsibility to report gets pushed
aside, but above all because it is easy to lose sight of the limitations or viability of projects underpinned by debt.

Traditionally, the federal government has assumed responsibility for rescuing any subnational entity that falls into financial
difficulties, despite the fiscal cost it entails for society. At present, this role has been delegated to the financial figure called
Specific-Purpose Companies (Sociedades de Objeto Específico) (SOE), which provide liquidity when an entity runs into
profitability issues, as was the case in the roadways case of 1997 (Mendoza, 2017).

This financing model applied to the states and municipalities began to emerge in June 2001 when Article 14 Bis, Sections
6, 7, and 8 of the Stock Market Law (LMV, 2001) was amended, permitting the creation of instruments known as Stock
Certificates. Since 2003, the government has supplemented its revenue needs by investing in the stock market. This
mechanism blurs the destination of public debt; for example, the consultancy Fitch Ratings (2017) reports all investments
in matters of public safety, transportation, roads, environmental clean-up, and hydraulic infrastructure, but does not
provide any further specification at all.

The Mexico City government established the figure of the Administration and Payments Trust (FAP), appointing it as the
body in charge of managing rights meant to fulfill credit obligations entered into via stock certificates; the government
funded the creation of the trust to support this mechanism with 15% of federal shares; later on, in 2005, reserves were set
up to guarantee constant coupon and principal payments with the same percentage and source of resources. Thus, the
supply of debt instruments is another mechanism to fund Mexico City's outlays, and it is through this channel that the
government has diversified the source of its debt. The central argument consists of reducing the deficit in the short term
entailed by taking on bank liabilities in the current account balance.



The source of payment for the stock certificates is the General Participations Fund (FGP) for the city, because the federal
government is required to back up these transactions. From 2003 to the present, the debt rating has been AAA (mex),
considered excellent for a local government. It is important to point out that the debt taken out by the Mexico City
government is subject to the National Congress' approval and is governed by guidelines set by the Secretariat of Finance
and Public Credit (SHCP). Table 3 contains a description of how these stock certificates have behaved from 2007 to date.

 

(SEE TABLE 3)

 

The Mexico City FGP underwrites the payment of this stock debt; this means both the average monthly repayment, the
term, and the type of credit agreed on, meaning that the debt service payment or financial cost is higher to the extent that
the capital amortizations are made on the aforementioned issuances, pursuant to the functioning of the FAP and their
maturity.

One negative consequence of this securitization of public liabilities is that in the realm of assets, it subjects the supply of
public goods and services to financial speculation. On top of that, as stated earlier, the destination of the money obtained
through this mechanism is not disclosed.

 
 

4. FINANCING INFRASTRUCTURE THROUGH PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS (PPP): 
 ANOTHER CASE OF PARTIAL ACCOUNTABILITY

Another source of financing, even more opaque than its other counterparts, happens to be public-private partnerships
(PPP). To further diversify the debt mechanisms used for infrastructure investment, state and municipal governments,
including Mexico City, have opted for the financing alternative offered by PPPs to foster public works.

Although the Public-Private Partnerships Act (LAPP, 2016) and the Regulations for the Public-Private Partnerships Act
(RLAPP, 2017) both stipulate that the SHCP is required to disclose any PPP projects authorized and amounts disbursed
or to be disbursed, as well as any real estate, assets, and rights pertaining to the project and their fate at the end of the
contract, in the Quarterly Reports on the Economic Situation, Public Finances, and Public Debt, in practice, it is not so
simple to identify cases of PPPs. Even though the federal government does report its main ongoing projects (SHCP,
2017), at the state and municipal level, this information is missing. It would come from bodies sponsored by the Inter-
American Development Bank (IDB) or the private chambers, associations, or companies involved, so it is scattered and
not up-to-date.

Looking at Mexico City, in 2015, the Federal District Legislative Assembly (ALDF) decreed the Public-Private Partnerships
Act for the Federal District (ALDF, 2015), aiming to regulate and disseminate activities related to contracting with PPPs.
Article 14 provides for setting up a:

...system called the Federal District Public-Private Partnerships Registry, which shall record any Public-Private Partnership
Projects developed in Mexico City. This system shall list any ongoing projects done through Long-Term Service Provision
Contracts, Joint Investments, Concessions, and Temporary Revocable Administrative Permits, and shall be available to the
public.

Nevertheless, this Single Registry System has not come to fruition. As of 2013, the preponderance of PPPs was
recognized through Service Provision Projects (SPP) as 80.0% of all public works projects in Mexico City (ObrasWeb,
2013), but the information reported by the government has yet to become more specific as to their fate and share.

Both the government and the partner companies publish only incomplete, diverse, and poorly updated information about
the SOEs the administration commissions and the running of the PPPs. Some of the most widely known in Mexico City
are summarized below:

 

https://probdes.iiec.unam.mx/en/revistas/v49n194/body/v49n193a2-t3.php


 

It is worth pointing out that there are no clear measures in place for running the PPPs. Above all, if there is neither
transparency nor accountability, they may become a mechanism to hide the burgeoning public debt to the benefit of
private capital, to the extent that the government takes on the sub-duty of serving as a secure payment bank. The risk is
that public spending turns into a source of concentrating income to cover the commitments, restricting its role as a maker
of economic and social policy.

 
 

5. ANALYSIS OF COINTEGRATION BETWEEN DEBT AND PUBLIC INVESTMENT IN MEXICO CITY

Given the incomplete accountability, it is very hard to know the true fate of Mexico City's public debt. Considering that
Article 21 of the Mexico City constitution asserts that debt should be used for productive public investment or refinancing
or restructuring, the following question arises: what is the impact of public debt on the Mexico City government's public
investment? In order to answer this question, we begin with Figure 3—containing data from the Economic Information
Database (BIE) —for the central sector of the Mexico City government. The idea is to show how total public debt has
behaved irregularly as compared to total public investment.

The figure compares the evolution of total debt and total public investment in Mexico City, in real annual growth rates for
the time period 1994-2016. The negative values in these two variables are due to smaller annual resource allocations.
The public debt growth rate declines throughout the period, going from 329.0% in 1996 to (-)1.7% in 2016; on the flipside,
public investment went from 4.6% in 1994 to 30.0% in 2016; in general, the fluctuations vary widely, but there is a soft
upward trend over the entire period at an average annual growth rate of 28.2%.

 

Figure 3. Mexico City Government Total Public Debt and Investment, 
 1994-2016. Annual growth rates at 2013 prices 

  

 

Source: Created by the authors based on data from INEGI (2017). BIE. State and Municipal Public Finance Statistics. 
 Data set: Public finances for the Mexico City Government. Recovered from: <https://goo.gl/WKcEPy>



 

To measure the push made by debt on public investment, the following equations were formulated:

They assume that X (net public debt) drives Y and W, in which case there is a causal relationship between total public
investment (Y) and total revenue (W), as elements that can be determined by net debt flows.

Applying these equations to the Granger cointegration test for 28 periods, we obtain a significant probability of 0.0015%,
of Y with respect to X, and of 0.0054%, also significant, in W with respect to X. To develop the tests, the coefficient of

determination R2 reached 98.0%, while the Durbin Watson test came in at 1.85%, which are indicators that
econometrically validate this result.

In formal terms, it can be deduced that the probabilities obtained and their indicators meet the acceptance threshold for
this cointegration test, leading to the assertion that debt does indeed have an impact on the makeup of public investment,
as well as total city revenue.

Keep in mind that the determinant factor to obtaining results with a significant probability is the sample size, which in this
case is 28 pieces of data, and that the existence of a Granger correlation between two variables does not necessarily
mean that one of them is the cause behind the changes in the other. There is therefore a limitation to the interpretation
that can be drawn, and this should be remembered when using this test.

 
 

6. MEASURING THE QUALITY OF ACCOUNTABILITY

Several bodies have taken up the task of measuring the quality of information available on the allocation and use of
budgets; one such body is the Mexican Institute for Competitiveness (IMCO), created in 2003.

The IMCO has developed a Municipal Budgetary Reporting Index (IIPM), which consists of a set of 80 standardized
criteria for new sections of transparency concepts that break down the availability of public information in a sample of 453
Mexican municipalities and the 16 districts of Mexico City. They began to calculate the index in 2009.

According to the IMCO, the IIPM can be understood as the degree of transparency or opacity of information on public
management available. As of 2016, the average score was 35% in terms of quality of budgetary information, referring to
spending of federal resources, public debt, tabulators, positions, and open-source data.

Table 5 shows that the districts in Mexico City performed poorly compared to the national mean, averaging 6.1% on
transparency and ranked at the bottom of the list. The average ranking of the 16 delegations is 400 out of the 453
municipalities measured by the IMCO as a sample representative of the country as a whole.

 



 

This evaluation represents the degree of opacity in the handling and disclosure of information on the part of the Mexico
City government, according to the IMCO.

When it comes to the fate of public debt, in general, the IMCO does not identify it clearly, considering it part of the funding
that states and municipalities receive, so they treat it as a component of the public budget, and as such, it is through this
lens that their indicators should be read.

Table 6 reveals Mexico City's ranking in 30th place, coming in ahead of only Michoacán (31) and Quintana Roo (32), with
a score of 53.0% against an average of 76.1% across all of the states.

 



 

The issue of public debt is concerning and important for Mexican society, on the one hand because of its relative weight
as an operating cost involved in investment flows heading into overall economic activity, but also due to the fiscal burden
it entails, which has repercussions for revenue.

The work of the IMCO is essential, because it has helped shape a series of indicators with the intent of revealing the
specific nature of how information is handled, as well as the structure, dynamics, and evolution of the public debt held by
state and municipal governments. For example, the IIPM questionnaire (2016) contains a battery of 11 questions that deal
with such aspects as debt ceilings in each state, balances, allocated amounts, breakdowns by contracting instrument,
terms, and rates. Table 7 shows an excerpt of the variables reflecting this information.

Note that there is no question pertaining to the fate of the debt. This point is important because from the get-go, there is a
failure to examine a fundamental piece of transparency.

 



 

FINAL CONSIDERATIONS

Given the magnitude of corruption in Mexico, making the handling of public finances more transparent is a pressing
matter, as it is a question that affects society as a whole. To do so, full accountability, as stipulated by law, is necessary,
and if it is not fulfilled, then there should be appropriate sanctions assessed, as scholars in the field have asserted.

Is there full accountability in the way the Mexico City government handles its public debt? The answer is no. As shown in
the Appendix, it is possible to find out the origin, amount, and service on the debt; nevertheless, the fate of the debt is
only available in just a few years with a complete breakout of projects funded. There is total opacity when it comes to
evaluating results obtained, making it impossible to judge whether the debt is useful or not to increasing Mexico City's
productive capacity.

This situation is in spite of the fact that the State and Municipal Financial Discipline Law establishes the obligation to
report on the state of public debt, broken out by origin, payment source, and destination. If the idea is to truly combat
corruption, full accountability is urgent, so that all of society knows how public resources are being used, as sooner or
later it is society that will have to underwrite the expenses with taxes.

In light of this opacity, the choice was made to perform a cointegration test on debt and public investment, leading to the
finding, with a significant probability of 0.0015, that total public debt has an impact on the behavior of public investment in
Mexico City.

As is clear, no new laws are required for effective accountability. What is needed is to enforce the laws currently on the
books. And to do so, it would be a good idea to assemble autonomous citizen-run bodies to serve as watchdogs and
enforce the laws.
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